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Abst rac t  
Equiorthogonal frequency hypercubes are one particular generalization of orthogonal atin 
squares. It has been shown previously that a set of mutually equiorthogonal frequency hy- 
percubes (MEFH) of order n and dimension d, using m distinct symbols, can have at most 
(n - 1)a/(m - 1) hypercubes. In this article, we show that this upper bound is sharp in certain 
cases by constructing complete sets of (n - 1 )d/(m - 1) MEFH for two classes of parameters. 
In one of these classes, m is a prime power and n is a power of m. In the other, m = 2 and 
n = 4t, provided that there exists a Hadamard matrix of order 4t. In both classes, the dimension 
d is arbitrary. We also provide a Kronecker product construction which can be used to yield sets 
of MEFH in which the order is not a prime power. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
1. Introduction 
Latin squares and their generalizations have been studied by many authors because 
of their combinatorial nd statistical properties. Equiorthogonal frequency hypercubes 
are one particular generalization of orthogonal latin squares. Although equiorthogonal- 
ity was defined primarily as a generalization of H6hler's definition of orthogonality 
for latin hypercubes from [6] to the frequency case, we also find that many of the 
constructions of mutually orthogonal frequency squares in the literature, such as those 
in [4,8,11], give mutually equiorthogonal frequency squares. Thus, one can consider 
equiorthogonality to be a natural concept o investigate. In particular, in Section 3, we 
will show that the frequency squares constructed by Mullen in [11] using permutation 
polynomials are, in fact, equiorthogonal, nd we will generalize this construction to 
higher dimensions. 
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One useful property of mutually equiorthogonal frequency hypercubes (MEFH) that 
is not, in general, shared by sets of frequency objects using the usual definition of 
orthogonality is the presence of complete sets of lower dimensions embedded in higher- 
dimensional complete sets. This property can be used in the construction of other 
combinatorial objects from complete sets of MEFH. 
In the interest of conserving space, we refer the reader to [2,3] for background 
information about latin squares and their generalizations and to [9,11] for a more 
detailed bibliography. 
2. Definitions 
In all of the following, m, 2, n, and d will denote integers with m>~2, 2t> 1, n =2rn, 
and d/> 1. For q a prime power, 0Zq will denote the finite field of order q and I z* will 
denote the set of nonzero elements in this field. 
A frequency hypercube FCa)(n; n/m) of order n and dimension d based on m symbols 
is defined to be an n x ... x n array of dimension d in which each of the m distinct 
symbols occurs exactly 2 = n/m times in each one-dimensional subarray, as defined 
below. We can associate ach cell of the hypercube with a d-tuple of coordinates; any 
convenient set of size n can be used to provide these coordinates. 
For 1 ~< t ~< d, we define a t-dimensional subarray, or a t-subarray, to be the subset 
of a d-dimensional hypercube that is obtained by fixing d - t of the coordinates and 
allowing the other t coordinates to vary. We will refer to the fixed coordinates as the 
coordinates of the subarray. Note that a t-subarray in a hypercube of order n has n t 
cells. If we wish to refer to a specific t-subarray of a hypercube, we may denote it as 
St(F(a)(n; n/m)). 
Two (not necessarily distinct) t-subarrays in the same hypercube are said to be par- 
allel if the same t coordinates vary. Two t-subarrays of distinct hypercubes F(a)(n; n/m) 
are said to be correspondin9 if the coordinates of the two subarrays are the same. 
Note that different definitions of frequency hypercube have been used by different 
authors. For more details about the relationships between the definitions used here and 
others in the literature, see [9]. 
Frequently, we will speak of the superposition of two particular frequency hyper- 
cubes F(a)(n; n/m) and F~a)(n; n/m). For ease of discussion, we will use the notation 
F(~2)(n; n/m) for the superposition of these hypercubes. When there is no possibility of 
confusion, we may abbreviate these notations to Fb F2, and F1/2. 
Two frequency hypercubes Fl(a)(n; n/m) and F(za)(n; n/m) are said to be isomorphic 
if each may be obtained by relabeling the m symbols of the other. Note that isomor- 
phism is an equivalence relation on the set of hypercubes F(a)(n;n/m). The concept 
of isomorphism will be used in the definition of equiorthogonality, which can now be 
stated. 
Two frequency hypercubes FlO)(n;n/m) and F(l)(n;n/m) of dimension 1 are said 
to be equiorthogonal if, upon superposition of the hypercubes, each ordered pair 
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of symbols appears exactly n/rn 2 times. Two frequency hypercubes F}d)(n;n/m) and 
F~d)(n;n/m) with d>~2 are said to be equiorthogonal if: 
(1) upon superposition of the hypercubes, each ordered pair of symbols appears exactly 
nd /m 2 times; 
(2) corresponding t-subarrays for all 1 ~<t <d are isomorphic or equiorthogonal; nd 
(3) if one pair of corresponding t-subarrays i isomorphic (resp. equiorthogonal), then 
all pairs of corresponding t-subarrays parallel to that pair are isomorphic (resp. 
equiorthogonal). 
In [9], we proved that a set of MEFH F(d)(n; n/m) can have at most (n -  1)d/(m- 1) 
hypercubes. A set of (n -  1 )d / (m-  1) MEFH F~d)(n; n/m) is called a complete set of 
MEFH of order n and dimension d, based on m symbols. Such a set is denoted by 
m~d)(n; n/m). 
3. Construction of complete sets of MEFH using permutation polynomials 
For m a prime power and n a power of m, we will now demonstrate he existence 
of M~d)(n;n/m) of any dimension d using permutation polynomials over finite fields 
as considered by Lidl and Niederreiter [7] and Mullen [11]. In [13], Suchower used 
a different generalization of this technique to construct sets of mutually orthogonal 
Youden frequency rectangles and hyperrectangles. 
Recall that a polynomial f (y l  . . . . .  yn) C ~-q[Yl . . . . .  Yn] is a permutation polynomial 
if the equation f (y l  . . . .  ,yn)=~t has exactly qn-1 solutions in []:q for every c~Cl:q. 
Two permutation polynomials f (y l  . . . . .  y , )  and g(yl . . . . .  y,)  are orthogonal if the 
system 
f (Yl . . . . .  Yn ) = or, 
9(Y~ ... . .  Y,) =/~ (1) 
has exactly qn-2 solutions for each (~, fl) E IZq 2. Note that the linear polynomial ~=1 ciyi 
is a permutation polynomial over IFq if and only if at least one ci ~ O. Also, two nonzero 
linear polynomials are orthogonal if and only if neither is a scalar multiple of the other; 
this may easily be shown either by examining the rank of the system (1) or by applying 
Corollary 7.39 of [7]. Moreover, addition of a constant o either or both polynomials 
does not affect the properties of being a permutation polynomial or orthogonality. 
For m a prime power, we can construct a hypercube of order m i and dimen- 
sion d from ~j~l  ajyj + b over l:m as follows. Use the elements of ~m as symbols. 
For k = 1 . . . . .  d, the coordinate direction xk is associated with the block of variables 
(Y(k-1)i+l . . . . .  Yki). There are m i cells along each of these coordinate directions; we 
use the (m i) i-tuples in 1 : /  as the labels for these cells. Each location in the hyper- 
cube is then determined by a d-tuple of such i-tuples. We determine what symbol 
resides in the location corresponding to ((Yl . . . . .  yi) . . . . .  (Y(d-l)i+l . . . . .  Ydi)) by com- 
puting ~dil  ajyj + b in t:m. 
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For example, suppose m = d = i = 2 and consider the polynomial Yl + Y3 + y4. I f  we 
let the coordinates on the left correspond to Xl, labeled by ordered pairs (Yl,Y2), and 
the coordinates on top correspond to x2, labeled by ordered pairs (y3,Y4), we get the 
following square: 
(0,0) (0,1) (1,0) (1,1) 
(0,0) 0 1 1 0 
(0, 1) 0 1 1 0 
(1,0) 1 0 0 1 
(1,1) 1 0 0 1 
Note that, when d = 2, this construction is the same as the one used by Mullen 
in [11]. Mullen proved that, when m is a prime power and n is a power of m, this 
construction can be used to construct a complete set of mutually orthogonal frequency 
squares (MOFS) of type F(n;n/m). As will be shown below, the resulting squares 
are, in fact, equiorthogonal. Also note that, when i = 1 and d = 2, this construction 
reduces to Bose's construction of mutually orthogonal atin squares (MOLS) from 
[1]. 
When m is a prime power and n is a power of m, we can use appropriately chosen 
linear polynomials over Dz,, to construct a complete set of (n - 1)a/(m - 1) MEFH 
F(d)(n; n/m). This is the content of the main result of  this section, Theorem 3.3. In the 
following lemmas, we do the groundwork necessary to prove that the objects which 
we construct will be frequency hypercubes that are mutually equiorthogonal. 
Lemma 3.1. Let m be a prime power and suppose that ajE F-m for l <~j<~di 
and (a(k- 1 )i+ l..... al,) ~ (0,..., O) for 1 <~ k <~ d. Then the hypercube constructed from 
p(y~ . . . . .  yai ) = ~-]~jdil aj yj + b, where b E ~m, is a frequency hypercube F(a) (mi ;  m i-1 ). 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary 1-subarray that varies in the xk direction. To find the 
symbols in this subarray, we can substitute the fixed coordinates of the subarray to 
obtain the polynomial Pk(Y(k-l)i+l ..... Yki) = ~-~=1 a(k-l)i+jY(k-1)i+j +bl, where bl is 
some fixed element of DZm. Since (a(k-1)i+l . . . . .  aki)~L(O . . . .  ,0) ,  Pk is a permutation 
polynomial in i variables and takes on each value in UZm exactly rn i-1 times. Thus, 
the 1-subarray has each of the m symbols exactly mi/m times. Since this subarray was 
arbitrary, we conclude that the bypercube is an F(d)(mi;mi-l). [] 
di Lemma 3.2. Suppose p~ (y l  . . . . .  Ydi) = ~'~jail ajyj + b and Pz(y l , . . . ,  Ydi) = ~-]~j=l cjyj + 
e satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. Then the d-dimensional hypercubes Fl(d)(mi; 
m i - I  ) and F2(d)(mi; m i - I  ) represented by pl and p2 are isomorphic or equiorthogonal. 
Proof. We will use strong induction on d. 
First we consider the case d= 1. I f  (al . . . . .  ai)=u(cl . . . . .  Ci) for some u E ~z*, then 
the system 
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i 
~.a jy j  + b=~, 
j--I 
i (2) 
~-~ cjyj + e= ~ 
j--I 
will have exactly m i-1 solutions when c~ = u(fl - e) + b and none otherwise. Thus F1 
and F2 are isomorphic. Note that if i = 1 we are always in this case since a l¢  0 7~ Cl; 
take u = al/Cl. 
If (al . . . . .  ai)y~U(Cl . . . . .  ei) for any u E F*, then Pl and P2 are orthogonal polyno- 
mials, which means that the system (2) has exactly m i-2 solutions for each (ct, fl) ~ 0Z2m . 
Thus, each ordered pair of symbols occurs exactly mi/m 2 times in the superposition of 
F1 and F2, which means that F1 and Fz are equiorthogonal one-dimensional hypercubes. 
Now, suppose d>l  and assume that polynomials of the form f (y t  . . . . .  yki) =: 
~ki r _b  / ~k/ c I e I j=la)Yj -t- and 9(Yl . . . .  , Yki ) = ~-~j=l j Y J  + are isomorphic or equiorthogonal for 
di all k <d. Let Pl (yl . . . . .  Ydi) = ~jdi=l ajyj + b and P2(yt . . . . .  Ydi) = ~j=l  cjyj +e satisfy 
the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. Exactly as before, if (al . . . . .  adi) =-U(Cl . . . . .  Cdi) for some 
u E D z*, then Ft and F2 are isomorphic and we are done. If (al . . . . .  adi) :/:u(cl .. . .  ,Cdi) 
for any u ¢ F*, then every ordered pair will occur exactly mdi/m 2 times in Fl/2. Thus, 
condition (1) for equiorthogonality s satisfied. 
Now fix an arbitrary t-subarray St(Fl~d)(mi;m i - l ) )  with 1 <~t<d. This subarray has 
d - t blocks of i fixed coordinates, and we can find the polynomials that represent 
St(F1 ) and St(F2) by substituting these fixed coordinates into Pl and p2. We will now 
obtain polynomials in ti variables which represent St(F1) and St(F2). Without loss 
of generality we may write these polynomials as ~i=1 ajyj + bl and ~--]~i=, cjyj + el. 
These polynomials will satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, so by the induction 
hypothesis St(FI ) and St(F2) are isomorphic or equiorthogonal. This gives condition (2) 
for equiorthogonality. 
To prove condition (3), let us examine F1Cd)(mi;m i-I ) which is represented by 
pt(yl  . . . . .  Ydi) = ~~:il a:yj + b. Two parallel t-subarrays are obtained by substituting 
different values into the same d- t  blocks of i fixed coordinates, o these subarrays will 
be represented by polynomials of the form ~i_ l  ajyj+bl and ~.i=1 ajyi+b2. Similarly, 
the corresponding t-subarrays of F2 are represented by ~ i_ ,  cjyj+e, and ~i=1 cjyj+e2. 
Since the relationship between the corresponding subarrays i  determined solely by the 
relationship between (al . . . . .  ati) and (cl . . . . .  cti), we can see that the subarrays rep- 
resented by ~-~i=1 ajyj + bl and ~i=l  cjyj + el are isomorphic (resp. equiorthogonal) 
exactly when the subarrays represented by ~i=,a jy j  + b2 and ~i=L cjyj + e2 are 
isomorphic (resp. equiorthogonal). This gives condition (3) for equiorthogonality. E] 
Theorem 3.3. f f  rn is a prime power and n is a power of m, then there exists a com- 
plete set of (n -  1 )a / (m-  1) MEFH F(d)(n;n/m). 
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Proofi Let n = m i, Define a set of linear polynomials f(a,,...,a~i)= ~jdi 1 ajyj over  ~-m 
as follows: 
(a) (a(k-1) i+l  . . . . .  ak/ )#(0 . . . . .  0) for all l<<,k<~d; 
(b) no two sets of coefficients are multiples of  each other, i.e. (a It . . . . .  adi)TLt 
u(al . . . . .  aai) for any uE D:*. 
Evidently, we can construct a set of  (n -  1 )a/(m- 1 ) polynomials atisfying conditions 
(a) and (b), and they represent frequency hypercubes F(a)(n;n/m) by Lemma 3.1. 
By condition (b), no two polynomials have proportional coefficients, therefore no two 
hypercubes in the set are isomorphic. By Lemma 3.2, we conclude that the hypercubes 
are mutually equiorthogonal. 
4. Construction of complete sets of MEFH using Hadamard matrices 
We now introduce another class of  parameters for which a complete set M(a)(n; n/m) 
of MEFH can always be constructed. We will show that, for every h such that there 
exists a Hadamard matrix of order 4h, there exists a complete set M(a)(4h; 2h) for 
every d. 
A Hadamard matrix H of order n is an n × n matrix whose entries are all either 
+ 1 or - 1, which satisfies 
HH y = nln, (3) 
where In denotes the n × n identity matrix. For a detailed investigation of  Hadamard 
matrices, see for example [5,12]; here, we will only discuss the properties of  Hadamard 
matrices that are needed. 
When discussing Hadamard matrices, it is common to abbreviate +1 to + and -1  
to - .  A Hadamard matrix is said to be standardized if all of  the entries in its first row 
and first column are +. Any Hadamard matrix can be standardized by negating rows 
and/or columns. Eq. (3) tells us that distinct rows of H are orthogonal as vectors. 
Since HH y is equal to a scalar matrix, we have HHT= HTH so that distinct columns 
of H are also orthogonal as vectors. 
It is known that every Hadamard matrix has order 1, 2, or 4t where t is a positive 
integer. I f  H is standardized, it is easy to see that rows 2 to n and columns 2 to n 
must each have n/2 occurrences of  + and n/2 occurrences of - .  
Lemma 4.1. The existence of a Hadamard matrix of order 4t is equivalent to exis- 
tence of a complete set of 4 t -  1 MEFH F(l)(4t;2t). 
Proof. Starting with a Hadamard matrix of order 4t, first we standardize it if neces- 
sary. Then we remove the first row in which each symbol is a +. Each other row has 
2t occurrences of  + and 2t occurrences of - ,  so each remaining row is an FO)(4t; 2t) 
The maximum possible number of  such mutually equiorthogonal 'hypercubes' is 
(4t - 1 )/(2 - 1 )= 4t - 1, so if all of  these rows are mutually equiorthogonal then 
they form a complete set of  mutually equiorthogonal one-dimensional hypercubes. 
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Consider the superposition of  two distinct rows. Let s be the number of  occurrences 
of + from the second row that are paired with + in the first row. Then there are s 
occurrences of (+, +),  2 t -  s occurrences of  (+ , - ) ,  2 t -  s occurrences of ( - ,  +) ,  and 
s occurrences of ( - ,  - ) .  If we take the inner product of these two rows as vectors, we 
obtain the number s - (2t - s) - (2t - s) + s = 4s - 4t. Recalling from the definition that 
the inner product of two distinct rows is 0, we conclude that s = t and each ordered pair 
occurs exactly t times, so the rows are equiorthogonal s one-dimensional hypercubes 
and we have a complete set of F(1)(4t;2t). 
For the converse, suppose we have a complete set of hypercubes Ftl)(4t;2t). If 
necessary, relabel the symbols as ÷ and - and form a matrix such that all of the 
symbols in the first row are + and the rest of the rows are the given one-dimensional 
hypercubes. Note that we have 4t rows each of length 4t, so the matrix is square. 
The inner product of each row with itself is n and the inner product of distinct rows is 
0 since (+,+) ,  (+ , - ) ,  ( - ,+) ,  and ( - , - )  each appear the same number of 
times when distinct nonconstant rows are superimposed, while (+,+)  and (+, - )  
appear the same number of times in the superposition of the constant row and a non- 
constant row. Thus, the matrix formed satisfies Eq. (3), hence it is a Hadamard 
matrix. [] 
It is conjectured that a Hadamard matrix of order 4t exists for every t ~> l. As of 
1988, the smallest undetermined case was 4t=412 [12, p. 161]. For more details, 
see [5] or [12]. Note that, if  t is a power of 2, one can easily construct a Hadamard 
matrix of order 4t; construct a complete set MCl)(4t;2t) using polynomials over D:2 
as described in Section 3 above and construct a Hadamard matrix as in Lemma 4.1. 
However, if t is not a power of two, we cannot use the properties of polynomials over 
a finite field. Since Hadamard matrices are known to exist for many values of t thal 
are not powers of  two, the method described below can be used to construct complete 
sets of MEFH with parameters that cannot be handled using polynomials. 
Before we give a detailed description of the method that will be used to construct 
these hypercubes, we believe that an example will motivate the process and make the 
proof easier to follow. 
Let us consider the two 1-dimensional hypercubes + + + + . . . .  and + + - - + - 
÷- .  Since they share the same first symbol, we can build the skeleton of a frequency 
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Now, we can fill in each cell (i, j), 2 <~ i, j  ~< 8, by multiplying the symbols that reside 
in cells (i, 1) and (1, j ) ,  considering + and +1 and - as -1 .  (Note that this formula 
is correct even if i = 1 or j -- 1.) Doing so, we obtain the following square: 
+ + + - + - 
+ + + - + - 
+ + + - + - 
+ + + - + - 
+ + - + - + 
+ + - + - + 
+ + - + - + 
+ + - + - + 
Note that the resulting square is a frequency square F(2)(8;4). In the following 
proof, we will justify why the resulting object will always be an F(d)(4t; 2t). 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose t & a positive integer. Given d hypercubes o f  type F(1)(4t,2t), 
not necessarily distinct, we can construct a hypercube o f  type F(d)(4t; 2t). 
Proof. First, relabel the two symbols of the one-dimensional hypercubes, if necessary, 
so that the symbol used in the first cell is replaced by + wherever it appears and the 
other symbol is replaced by - .  
To construct the d-dimensional hypercube, let us first suppose that each cell is 
identified with coordinates (X 1 . . . . .  Xd) where 1 <~xi<~4t for each i, 1 <~i<~d. We now 
take the symbols from the first one-dimensional hypercube and enter them in locations 
(1, 1 . . . . .  1 ), (2, 1 . . . . .  1 ), up to (4t, 1 . . . . .  1 ), i.e. in the 1-subarray with fixed coordinates 
x2 . . . . .  Xd = 1. Similarly, we enter the symbols of the other given hypercubes into 
the 1-subarrays of the d-dimensional hypercube whose (d -  1) fixed coordinates are 
all equal to 1; these subarrays all intersect at the point (1 . . . . .  1 ), and we have ensured 
that the symbol + correctly resides in this location for all of  these subarrays. 
Now, to determine what symbol appears in cell (a l , . . . ,ad),  multiply the entries in 
cells (al ,1 . . . . .  1),(1,a2,1 . . . . .  1) . . . . .  (1 . . . . .  1,ad). Note that, since + resides in cell 
(1 . . . . .  1 ), this formula gives the correct symbol for those cells that already have their 
symbols entered. We repeat this process until every cell in the hypercube has the 
symbol + or - .  
It remains to be shown that this hypercube is a frequency hypercube F~d)(4t;2t). 
Consider an arbitrary 1-subarray, which we will call $1, that varies in the xk direction. 
Then S 1 has fixed coordinates x~ = a l , . . . ,Xk_ 1 = ak- ~, xk+~ = ak+~,...,Xd = ad where 
1 <~ai <<.4t for each i. 
Let $2 denote the 1-subarray with fixed coordinates xl = l , . . . , xk -~ =1,  Xk+l = 
1 . . . . .  Xd = 1. Since $2 is identical to one of  the given one-dimensional hypercubes, it
has each of  the symbols exactly 2t times. If we let M denote the product of  the symbols 
in locations (aj ,1 . . . . .  1) , . . . , (1 . . . . .  1,ak_l, 1 . . . . .  1),(1 . . . . .  1,ak+~, 1. . . . .  1) . . . .  , 
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(1 . . . . .  1,aa), then the entry in cell (al . . . . .  aa) is precisely M times the entry in 
cell (1 . . . . .  l,ak, 1 . . . . .  1). Since this same M holds for each 1 <~ak <<.4t, we conclude 
that $1 is isomorphic to $2. Therefore, S1 has each symbol exactly 2t times. Since 
this 1-subarray was arbitrary, we conclude that the constructed hypercube is an 
F(a~(4t; 2t). 
Note that this construction would work even if we started with hypercubes F (1)(2s; s). 
However, since we need m 2 to divide n in order to have two or more MEFH 
F(d)(n; n/m), we are only interested in the cases when s = 2t is even. 
Before we continue, we will point out some facts that will be useful in the proof 
of  Theorem 4.3. First, suppose that F1 and F2 are isomorphic. If Fl is isomorphic 
to F3, then F2 is isomorphic to F3; moreover, if Fl is equiorthogonal to F4 then F2 is 
equiorthogonal to F4. 
Also, note that at the end of the proof of Lemma 4.2 we proved that, in a hy- 
percube constructed using the procedure described, any 1-subarray is isomorphic to 
the 1-subarray with the same varying coordinate whose fixed coordinates are all equal 
to I. Since isomorphism is an equivalence relation, we conclude that any two par- 
allel 1-subarrays are isomorphic in this hypercube. We can easily extend this ar- 
gument to conclude that any two parallel k-subarrays in this hypercube are 
isomorphic. 
With this in mind, we now state the main result of this section. 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that there exists a Hadamard matrix of order 4t. Then there 
exists a complete set of (4 t -  1) d MEFH F(a)(4t;2t). 
Proof. Given a Hadamard matrix, we use Lemma 4.1 to obtain 4 t -  1 MEFH F (l) 
(4t;2t). For ease of notation, we will refer to these one-dimensional hypercubes as 
R1 . . . . .  R4t-l. Since we had standardized the Hadamard matrix, each of these Rj has 
+ in its first cell. We can now use the construction of Lemma 4.2 to get a total of 
(4 t -  1) d MEFH F(d)(4t;2t), which we will refer to as F1 . . . . .  F(4t_I)d.  It remains to 
be shown that these Fi are mutually equiorthogonal. We will prove this using strong 
induction on d. 
First, consider the case d = 1. In this case, the result follows immediately from 
Lemma 4.1. 
Now suppose d > 1 and assume that the construction described gives MEFH of type 
F(k)(4t; 2t) for all k <d.  Consider two arbitrary, distinct hypercubes F1 and F2 in the 
set of constructed hypercubes. Since the hypercubes are distinct, there must be some 
coordinate direction xk for which the corresponding 1-subarrays with fixed coordinates 
xl = 1,...,Xk_l = 1, Xk+T = 1 .... ,Xd = 1 are identical to distinct one-dimensional hy- 
percubes R j, and R j2. Then, by the comments preceding this theorem, every pair of 
corresponding 1-subarrays parallel to this pair will be isomorphic to R j, and Rj2. Since 
Rj, and R j, are equiorthogonal, each of the ordered pairs of  symbols appears exactly 
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4t/22= t times in the superposition of R j, and Rj2. We can conclude that each or- 
dered pair occurs exactly t times in the superposition of all pairs of corresponding 
1-subarrays in the xk direction in Ft and F2. Since there are (4t) d-1 pairs of corre- 
sponding 1-subarrays, each ordered pair occurs exactly t. (4t) d- 1 = nd/m 2 times in F1/2. 
Therefore, condition ( l )  for equiorthogonality is satisfied. 
Now fix an arbitrary k-subarray Sk(F(~z)(4t; 2t)). These two subarrays are isomorphic 
to hypercubes of dimension k constructed using the method of Lemma 4.2; therefore, 
Sk(F1 ) and Sk(F2) are isomorphic or equiorthogonal by the induction hypothesis. This 
gives condition (2) for equiorthogonality. 
For condition (3), recall that all parallel k-subarrays within F1 are isomorphic, and 
the same is true of parallel k-subarrays within F2. Suppose Ska(Fl ) is parallel to S~(F1 )
and let S~(F2) and Szk(F2) be their corresponding subarrays in F2. I f  S~(FI) and S~(F2) 
are isomorphic, then, by the comments preceding this theorem, S~(F1 ) and S~(F2) are 
isomorphic; by the same argument, S~(F1) and S~(F2) are isomorphic. Similarly, if 
S~(F1) and S~(F2) are equiorthogonal, then S~(F~) and S~(F2) are equiorthogonal. 
Thus, condition (3) is satisfied. 
Since F1 and F2 were arbitrary and a set of (n - 1)d/(m -- 1)=-(4t -- 1) d MEFH 
F~d)(4t;2t) forms a complete set, the proof is complete. [] 
Note that Federer [4] used an analogous construction for MOFS of type F(4t; 2t). 
In fact, the squares he obtained are also equiorthogonal. 
In both of the preceding constructions, we obtained complete sets of MEFH in which 
parallel subarrays within each hypercube are isomorphic. In fact, in [10] we prove that 
any member of a complete set of MEFH must have this property. 
5. The Kronecker product construction 
In Section 4 we constructed some complete sets of MEFH in which the order n is 
not a prime power. It is currently unknown whether any complete sets exist for n not 
a prime power and m¢2;  as will be shown in [10], this question is related to other 
open problems relating to combinatorial designs. However, we can use the following 
procedure to construct a set of MEFH from sets which have the same dimension and 
smaller orders; this provides a method for constructing sets of MEFH in which the 
order is not a prime power. 
Suppose that we have two frequency hypercubes A=F~a)(nl;nl/ml) and B= 
Fta)(n2; n2/m2). The Kronecker product A ®B can be defined as follows. Let the coor- 
dinates of A run from 0 to nl - 1, the coordinates of B run from 0 to n2 - 1, and the 
coordinates ofA ®B run from 0 to nln2-1. Then entry (nljl +il,nlj2+i2 ... . .  nljdq-id) 
in A ® B consists of the ordered pair (ai,,...,id, bj,,...,j,t), where ai,,...,ia denotes the entry 
in cell (il . . . . .  ia) of A. Note that as ik ranges from 0 to n~ - 1 and jk ranges from 
0 to n2-  1, nljk +ik will take on every value from 0 to n lnz -  1 exactly once. 
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For example, if 
0 1 2 
0 1 
A= and B=2 0 1, 
1 0 
1 2 0 
then 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,1) (1,1) (0,2) (1,2) 
(1,0) (0,0) (1,1) (0,1) (1,2) (0,2) 
AQB=(0 ,2)  (1,2) (0,0) (1,0) (0,1) (1,1) 
(1,2) (0,2) (1,0) (0,0) (1,1) (0,1)' 
(0,1) (1,1) (0,2) (1,2) (0,0) (1,0) 
(1,1) (0,1) (1,2) (0,2) (1,0) (0,0) 
When d = 2, m 1 = nl, and rn 2 = n2, this definition reduces to the usual definition of 
the Kronecker product for latin squares as described in [2]. 
Lemma 5.1. If A is an F(a)(nl;).l) and B is an F(a)(n2;).2), then AQB is an 
F(d)(nln2; ).122). 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary 1-subarray in the xk direction in A ®B. Then the nln2 
coordinates in this direction range from 0 to nln2 - 1, with nljk + ik exactly once for 
each 0<~ik ~<nl - 1 and 0~<jk ~<n2 - -  I. Consider a particular ordered pair of symbols 
(a,b). This will occur in location nljk + ik of the 1-subarray of A®B exactly when 
a occurs in location ik of the corresponding 1-subarray of A and b occurs in location jk 
of the corresponding 1-subarray of B. This happens exactly ).1 ').2 times, so this subarray 
of A ® B has each possible ordered pair exactly ).1),2 times. Since the 1-subarray was 
arbitrary, we conclude that A®B is an F(d)(nln2;).l).2). [] 
Before we proceed, we should note that taking the Kronecker products of equiorthog- 
onal objects does not necessarily produce objects that are equiorthogonal. For instance, 
suppose that 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
0 1 2 0 1 2 
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 
A l= 1 2 0, A2=2 0 1, B I= 1 1 0 0 and B2=0 0 1 1" 
2 0 1 1 2 0 
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
Taking Kronecker products, and omitting the parentheses and commas for brevity, we 
find that 
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and 
A1 ®BI = 
A2 ®B2 : 
00 10 20 00 10 20 01 11 21 01 11 21 
10 20 00 10 20 00 11 21 01 11 21 01 
20 00 10 20 00 10 21 01 11 21 01 11 
00 10 20 00 10 20 01 11 21 01 11 21 
10 20 00 10 20 00 11 21 01 11 21 01 
20 00 10 20 00 10 21 01 11 21 01 11 
01 11 21 01 11 21 00 10 20 00 10 20 
11 21 01 l l  21 01 10 20 00 10 20 00 
21 01 11 21 01 11 20 00 10 20 00 10 
01 11 21 01 11 21 00 10 20 00 10 20 
11 21 01 11 21 01 10 20 00 10 20 00 
21 01 11 21 01 11 20 00 10 20 00 10 
00 10 20 00 10 20 01 11 21 01 11 21 
20 00 10 20 00 10 21 01 11 21 01 11 
10 20 00 10 20 00 11 21 01 11 21 01 
01 11 21 01 11 21 00 10 20 00 10 20 
21 01 11 21 01 11 20 00 10 20 00 10 
11 21 01 11 21 01 10 20 00 10 20 00 
00 10 20 00 10 20 01 11 21 01 11 21" 
20 00 10 20 00 10 21 01 11 21 01 11 
10 20 00 10 20 00 11 21 01 11 21 01 
01 11 21 01 11 21 00 10 20 00 10 20 
21 01 11 21 01 11 20 00 10 20 00 10 
11 21 01 11 21 01 10 20 00 10 20 00 
Note that the corresponding rows of A1 ®B1 and A2 @B2 are isomorphic, but the cor- 
responding columns are neither isomorphic nor equiorthogonal. Therefore, A1 ®B1 and 
A2 ®B2 are not equiorthogonal. This process did not give the desired result because 
corresponding columns of A1 and A2 are isomorphic, while corresponding columns of 
B1 and B2 are equiorthogonal. If we put certain compatibility conditions on our hyper- 
cubes, we can ensure that the Kronecker product will give equiorthogonal hypercubes. 
Let $1 be a set of t MEFH F(d)(nl;;tl) and S2 be a set of t MEFH F(d)(n2;22). 
The sets $1 and $2 are said to be compatible if there exist orderings F}d)(nl; 21) . . . . .  
Ft(a)(nl;;tl) and F1(d)(n2;22) . . . . .  Ft(a)(n2;;t2) such that, for any 1 <~i<<.t and 1 <~j<<.t, 
i ¢ j ,  F f ) (n l ;  21 ) and Fj~a)(nl; 21 ) have isomorphic (resp. equiorthogonal) correspond- 
ing subarrays wherever Ff)(n2; 22) and Fj~a)(n2; 2) have isomorphic (resp. equiorthog- 
onal) corresponding subarrays. 
The following lemmas will be used in the proof of the main result of this section, 
Theorem 5.4. 
Lemma 5.2. I f  F(d)(n, ; 2, ) is isomorphic to F(2d)(nl ;/~1 ) and F~d)(n2; 22) is isomorphic 
to F~4a)(n2;22), then F1 ® Fs is isomorphic to Fz ® F4. 
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Proof. Superimpose F1 ®F3 and F2 ®F4. Consider ordered pair ((al,a3),(a2,a4)) in 
this superposition. Wherever al appears in El, a2 appears in F2; similarly, wherever 
a3 appears in F3, a4 appears in F4. Therefore, (a2 ,a4)  appears in F2 ®F4 wherever 
(al,a3) appears in F1 ®F3. A similar argument shows that (al,a3) appears in Fl ®F3 
wherever (a2, a4 ) appears in F2 ® F4, Thus, we conclude that F1 ® F3 and F2 ® F4 are 
isomorphic. 
Lemma 5.3. Suppose we have two compatible sets of  t MEFH F(d)(nl;21) and 
F(d)(n2;22). Then we can construct a set of  t MEFH F(d)(nln2;2122) using the 
Kronecker product. 
Proof. For some i# j ,  consider Fi(d)(nl;21)@Fi(d)(n2;22) and Fj~d)(nl;21)@ 
Fj(d)(n2; 22). These Kronecker products are frequency hypercubes by Lemma 5.1. 
Consider an arbitrary ordered pair ((a l, a3), (a2, a4)) in the superposition of Fl ® F3 
and F2®F4. Ordered pair (al,a2) occurs exactly nal/m 2 times in F1/2 and (a3,a4) 
occurs exactly na2/rn~ times in Fs/4, where ml ~-n i l21  and m2 = n2/~,2. If we take some 
coordinates (il . . . . .  id) where (al,a2) occurs in Fl/2 and some coordinates (jl . . . . .  jd) 
where (a3,a4) occurs in F3/4, then ((al,a3),(a2,a4)) will occur in location (nljl ÷ 
il . . . . .  nljd + id) of the superposition of F1 ®F3 and F2 ®F4. This occurs precisely 
(ndl/m~)(nd/m 2) = (nln2)d/(mlm2)  times. We can repeat his argument for each possi- 
ble ordered pair to conclude that F1 ®F3 and F2 ®F4 satisfy condition (1) for 
equiorthogonality. 
For condition (2), note that compatibility of the sets guarantees that subarrays of 
Fi(d)(nl;f'q)®Fi(d)(n2;22) will be isomorphic or equiorthogonal to the corresponding 
subarrays of F)d)(nl;21)®Fi(d)(n2;22). Also, the fact that condition (3) holds for 
the superposition of  Fi(d)(rtl;21) and Fj(d)(nl,J,1), as well as for the superposition of 
Fi(a)(n2; 22) and ~d)(n2; 22), guarantees that it will hold for ~(d)(nl; 21)®Fi~d)(n2; )~2) 
and ~ld)(nl;21)®Fj(d)(n2;22). Since i and j were arbitrary, we conclude that 
F~d)(nl;J,l)®F~d)(n2;22) . . . . .  F~d)(n1;21)®F(d)(n2;22) are a set o f t  MEFH 
F(d)(nln2;2122). [] 
We can define A1 ®. . .  ®Ak inductively by A1 ®.- .  ®Ak =(A1 @""  ®Ak-1)®Ak.  
We now state our main result concerning the Kronecker product. 
Theorem 5.4. Suppose m = ql q2 • • • qr, where ql . . . .  , qr are prime powers, 
ql <~q2<~ "'" ~qr (these are not necessarily powers of  distinct primes) and n= 
q~,q~2...q~,. Then we can construct a set of  MEFH F(d)(n;n/m) with cardinality 
at least M a. (ql - 1), where M= minl~<i~<r{(q~ ~ - 1) / (q i -  1)}. 
j~'(d) ( ~el. _el - 1 er -  1 Proof. We aim to construct compatible sets o f _  ~ql ,ql ) . . . . .  F(d)(qe';qr ), 
each of which contains M d • (ql - 1 ) MEFH. We will use polynomials to construct 
these sets. 
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Fix j, 1 <~j<.r. We can construct (qjej - 1)/(qj - 1) ej-tuples (al . . . . .  aej) such that 
(a l , . . .  ,aej )#  (0 . . . . .  0) and no two such ej-tuples are proportional over DZqj. Take and 
order M such ej-tuples A1 . . . . .  AM. Also, choose and order ql - 1 distinct nonzero 
elements of IZqj ~1 . . . . .  ~q,-l. Let (As, . . . . .  Asd) denote the concatenation of the d (not 
necessarily distinct) ej-tuples As, . . . .  ,Asd into a dej-tuple. We will form a list of  dej-  
tuples by taking (TkAs,,As2 . . . . .  As~) for all possible k = 1 . . . . .  ql - 1 and st = 1 . . . . .  M 
for each l = 1 . . . . .  d. We can form M a. (ql - 1 ) distinct dej-tuples in this manner. The 
method of section 3 is then used to construct a hypercube F(a)(qef; q~j-1) from each 
of these dej-tuples. 
For each j = 1, . . . , r ,  we will repeat this process, using e/-tuples and scalars with 
the same indices to construct dej-tuples in the same position on their respective lists. 
There will be M a • (ql - 1) dej-tuples on each of the lists, j=  1 . . . . .  r. 
Recall from Lemma 3.2 that hypercubes formed by polynomials aly l  +"  "+a lyt  +b 
and c ly l  + "'" + clyl  + e are isomorphic if and only if (al . . . . .  at) is a nonzero 
scalar multiple of (cl . . . . .  cl); otherwise, the hypercubes are equiorthogonal. Consider 
-- ~(d)r  ej e j - l \  
F~d)(q j j ;q j j  1) constructed using the des-tuple (~vAs,,A~2 ..... A~) and r2 tqs ;qj ) 
constructed using the dej-tuple (o~wAt,,At2 . . . . .  Atd), where 1 ~<v, w<~ql - 1 and 1 ~<st, 
tt ~<M for each l=  1 . . . . .  d. The corresponding 1-subarrays in the xk direction are iso- 
morphic if and only if sk = tk. The higher-dimensional corresponding subarrays that 
have xl fixed are isomorphic if and only if sk = tk for each varying coordinate xk. The 
higher-dimensional corresponding subarrays that have Xl varying are isomorphic if and 
only if sk = tk for each varying coordinate xk and v = w. Whenever the corresponding 
subarrays are not isomorphic, they are equiorthogonal by Lemma 3.2. 
Note that these relationships are determined solely by the indices; therefore, the same 
relationships will hold for the corresponding hypercubes in the lists for all of the other 
j = l . . . . .  r. We conclude that we have r sets of M d" (ql- 1) hypercubes F(d)(q~ j', qejj-~) 
that are all compatible. Therefore, by Lemma 5.3 we can take the Kronecker product 
of corresponding hypercubes to obtain a set of M d. (ql - 1 ) MEFH F(d)(n; n/m), where 
~el qe2 er n=ql  2 " "qr  and m=qlq2""q~.  
I f  d=2 and n=rn=qlq2" 'q r ,  where ql <q2< ""  <q~ and the qi are powers of 
distinct primes, Theorem 5.4 reduces to the MacNeish bound q~ - 1 for latin squares 
(see, for example, [2, p. 390]). 
It might seem desirable to increase the bound in Theorem 5.4 by adding more scalars 
into the construction, but this might lead to corresponding subarrays being isomorphic 
in one set and equiorthogonal in another, resulting in incompatible sets. For example, 
if d = 3 and ej = 1 the polynomials xl + 2x2 + X3 and 2xl + x2 + x3 would result in 
isomorphic 2-subarrays with fixed x3 if qj = 3, but equiorthogonal 2-subarrays with 
fixed x3 if qj = 5. 
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